SESSIONS

Session 1 (9:30 - 11am)
• The Next Frontier: Tenant Engagement in Commercial Buildings
• Examining the Energy Code: Successes, Challenges, Approaches for the Future
• How Energy Efficiency Creates Opportunities & Financing in Multifamily Housing
• Big Owners, Big Decisions: A Stakeholder Approach to Energy Transformation
• Don’t Let Thermal Bridging Undermine Your Building’s Performance
• Beyond Resiliency for NYC Public Housing

Session 2 (11:30am - 12:30pm)
• Innovation-Driven Solutions to Reducing Heating-Related Greenhouse Gas Emissions
• Community Solar Coming Soon to a Rooftop Near You
• Micro Cogeneration Systems: Increasing Efficiency and Reducing Emissions
• Risky Business? The Reality of Making Money Making Passive Houses
• Solving the Problem of Ventilation
• ZE, LBC, in NYC?

Session 3 (1:30 - 3pm)
• Solar + Storage, Microgrid BeaUtilities
• Scale It Up: How NYC Agencies Will Reach 80x50
• The Next Step in Benchmarking: Building Analytics, Big Data and Improved Efficiencies
• Building Products of the Future: Where Are We Heading?
• Mind the Gaps: Post-Occupancy Discoveries from Data and Operational Perspectives
• Transforming Affordable Housing: Mid-Rise Passive House Retrofits with Residents in Place

Session 4 (3:30 - 4:30pm)
• In Deep Water: Examining the Water-Energy Nexus at the Building Level
• Data-Driven Decision Making with Building Energy Data Tools
• Better Steam Heat
• Engineers: Increase Your Bottom Line by Bringing Financing to the Table
• Filling the Workforce Vacuum: Building Managers, Construction Personnel
• The Smart Money is on Smart Buildings

REGISTER TODAY AT: NESEA.ORG/BENYC17